Common to both plates: Oval chipped at 6:30 and 10:30.

- Oval chipped at 6:30 and 10:30. Upper frame thins between the fourth and fifth spirals. Dot opposite the lower left corner. For some printings, there is a white bump on the inner frame opposite the second leaf and a white bump on the upper side of the middle loop of the S in SLO.

- Oval chipped at 6:30 and 10:30. White bump on the inner left side of the sixth spiral.

Stamp 2

- Dot over the center of the two dots above the first and second towers. Three dots to the right of the dot over the second tower. For some printings, horizontal line in the upper margin over the fifth spiral. Gap in the upper frame over the O. White splotch in the upper part of the O in PO. Chip on the outside of the oval at 7:15.

- Fourth spiral touches the white frame line above it. Fifth spiral thicker and square on the left side. Chip, perhaps a gap, in the top of the P. Colored bump in the V’s right leg.
Stamp 3

- Rays to the right over the fourth tower. Chip in the inside of the right frame opposite the eight spiral. The upper right side of the zero is beveled. Oval thickens at 5:45, 7:00, and 8:00.

- Rays to the right over the fourth tower, high over the fifth tower, and where the right branch meets the arch.

Stamp 4

Common to both plates: Right frame thins opposite the tenth spiral.

- Right frame thins opposite the tenth spiral. No left serif on the numeral 1. Oval thins from 6:00-6:30. For some printings, White bump on the bottom of the fifth spiral.

- Right frame thins opposite the tenth spiral. Oval thins at 6:30. The legs of the M are connected by a line. Bump on the lower left side of the second spiral.
Common to both plates: Base of the numeral 1 tilted to the left.

- Base of the numeral 1 tilted to the left. Dot high above the fourth tower. Gap in the upper right side of the tenth spiral. Oval thins at 6:00.

- Base of the numeral 1 tilted to the left. Slanted white line in the P. Thick, slanted ray to the upper left of the fifth tower. White bump on the under side of the white frame line to the lower left of the first spiral. Dot in front of the M in MUCHA.

- Dot within the upper part of the right branch. For some printings, Dot in the left leg of the A in TA. White splotch on the left side of the cupola on the sixth tower.

- Chip in the upper frame following the A. White line in the right arm of the T runs to the sixth leaf. Bump on the inside of the lower loop of the S in NSK. Left serif on the numeral 1 bent downward.
Stamp 7

- Right frame thins opposite the fourth hacek and triangle. Oval thins from 1:30-3:30 and 8:30-10:30.

- Small and large dots, one over the other, above the fifth tower. A white, very thin and broken line come out of the first spiral, passes through the upper part of ČES and into the roof over KO thence into the lower wrap of the right branch. Right frame thins opposite the tenth spiral.

Stamp 8

Common to both plates: An additional line appears within the oval at 6:30.

- An additional line appears within the oval from 5:00 to 6:30. Notch in the upper frame between the fourth and fifth spirals. **For some printings, Notch out of the right leg of the A in TA.**

- Within the oval there is a bump at 5:00 and an additional line, sometimes broken, at 6:30.
Common to both plates: Oval thins at 11:00, 1:00, and 5:30.

- Oval thins, perhaps breaks, at 11:00, 1:00, and 5:30. Colored gap in the right side of the seventh spiral.

- Oval thins at 11:00, 1:00, and 5:30. A white line connects the first spiral to the Č.

Common to both plates: A line connects the left serif of the numeral 1 to the bottom of the oval. The right frame thins in the middle.

- A line connects the left serif of the numeral 1 to the bottom of the oval. The right frame thins near the upper corner, between the seventh and eighth spirals, and in the middle. Dot to the right of the sixth tower. **For some printings, the right frame thickens from the upper corner to the eighth spiral.**

- A line connects the left serif of the numeral 1 to the bottom of the oval. The right frame thins in the middle. Two dots, sometimes connected, to the right of the sixth tower. **For some printings, right frame thickens between the upper corner and half of the seventh spiral.**
Stamp 11

Common to both plates: Thinner bottom on the left leg of the A in TA. Longer left serif on the numeral 1.

- Thinner bottom on the left leg of the A in TA. Longer left serif on the numeral 1.
- Thinner bottom on the left leg of the A in TA. Longer left serif on the numeral 1. Dot over the third towers left turret.

Stamp 12

- Colored bar across the scroll line under the seventh spiral.
- Upper frame thins between the sixth and seventh spirals. Rays to the right over the fourth tower.
KNIHTISK

Stamp 13

Common to both plates: The base of the numeral 1 slants to the left.

- The base of the numeral 1 slants to the left. Upper frame thickens over the P. Chip in the left frame opposite the first spiral. Extended left leg of the M in MUCHA. **For some printings, mark in the upper part of the O in PO. A white line connects the right side of the lower loop of the Š to the inner white frame line.**

- The base of the numeral 1 slants to the left. Dot on the third tower’s left turret. Rays over the fourth tower. Short left leg on the M in MUCHA. **For some printings: White smear on the bottom of the right branch.**

Stamp 14

Common to both plates: Bevel on the lower right side of the zero.

- Bevel on the lower right side of the zero. Three dots to the right of the dot over the second tower. **For some printings, white ring on the upper right side of the O in PO. White line coming out of the O in KO. White smear after and below the O in KO.**

- Bevel on the lower right side of the zero. Two slanted rays to the upper left of the sixth tower – sometimes fused. Short left leg on the M in MUCHA.
Stamp 15

Common to both plates: Bevel on the bottom of the zero.

• Bevel on the bottom of the zero. Cut on the left frame from the upper corner to the middle of the fourth spiral. Rays as far as over the sixth tower.

• Bevel on the bottom of the zero. Larger dot to the right of the fifth tower. White broken line come out of the Č, through the roof, into St. Nicholas’ Cathedral and right branch into the right panel [last word obscured in the original].

Stamp 16

Common to both plates: Bump on the decoration above the ninth spiral. Oval thins from 5:00-6:45.

• Bump on the decoration above the ninth spiral. Oval thins from 5:00-6:45. Longer left leg on the M in MUCHA.

• Bump on the decoration above the ninth spiral. Oval thins from 5:00-6:45. Dot to the left of the tip of the fifth tower.
Common to both plates: Numerals shifted upwards.

- Numerals shifted upwards. Upper frame thickens over the P. Dot high above the fourth tower.
- Numerals shifted upwards. The end of the inner white line continues through the lower inside white line near the ninth spiral.

Stamp 18

- Left frame chipped between the third and fourth spirals. Dot above and between the dots over the first and second towers. Rays to the upper right of the fourth tower. For some printings, Gap in the upper frame after the A.
- Dot on the left side of the sixth tower between the cupola and the spire. Rays where the right branch joins the arch.
Stamp 19

- The top of the fourth spiral touches the white frame line. White growth on the underside of the white frame line in front of SLO. Chip from the upper left of the S in SLO.

- Dot opposite the upper right corner. Rays where the right branch joins the arch.

Stamp 20

Common to both plates: Dot to the left of the left turret on the third tower. Right serif on the numeral 1 bent downwards.

- Dot to the left of the left turret on the third tower. Right serif on the numeral 1 bent downwards. Two bumps on the bottom of the sixth spiral. Notch from the right frame between the seventh and eighth spirals. Chip in the lower frame under the right dove. **For some printings, Chip from the upper side of the arch under the OS. Bump on the lower right corner.**

- Dot to the left of the left turret on the third tower. Right serif on the numeral 1 bent downwards. Chip in the right frame opposite the third hacek. White splotch on the upper right side of the right dove’s tail
Stamp 21

Common to both plates: Bump on the inner edge of the oval at 8:00.

- Bump on the inner edge of the oval at 8:00. Two dots close together below the arch under ŠT. White splotch to the left of the lower wrap on the left branch.

- Bump on the inner edge of the oval at 8:00. Rays to the upper left of the fourth tower. Bump on the right side of the spire on the sixth tower.

Stamp 22

Common to both plates: Gap in the top and lower right of the second spiral. Oval thins at 5:30.

- Gap in the top and lower right of the second spiral. Oval thins at 5:30. Dot or bump on the oval between the bottom of the numerals.

- Gap in the top and lower right of the second spiral. Oval thins at 5:30. White like coming out of the sixth spiral passes into the frame over the TA. **For some printings, Gap in the top of the decoration near the fourth heart.**
Common to both plates: Extended and tapered bottom on the zero. Oval thins from 5:30-7:00.

- Extended and tapered bottom on the zero. Oval thins from 5:30-7:00. Small notch in the right frame near the third triangle.
- Extended and tapered bottom on the zero. Oval thins from 5:30-7:00. Two dots pointing to the right over the fifth tower. Long white growth on the upper arm of the K in SKO.
Stamp 25

Common to both plates: Left serif on the numeral 1 bends downward.

- Left serif on the numeral 1 bends downward. Gap in the left wavy line over the second spiral. For some printings, Chip in the inside edge of the oval at 5:30.

- Left serif on the numeral 1 bends downward. Rays to the upper right of the fourth tower. Chip in the inner edge of the oval at 12:45, it thins between 5:00-6:00.

Stamp 26

Common to both plates: The base of the numeral 1 slants to the left.

- The base of the numeral 1 slants to the left. Dot high over the fourth tower. White notch on the inside of the middle of the right frame. Very short ray at the intersection of the right branch and the arch. For some printings, Chip from the right side of the cupola on the sixth tower.

- The base of the numeral 1 slants to the left. White bump on the lower inside of the right leg of the A in TA. White splotch runs from the upper wrap on the right branch to the fourth hacek; this hacek has a white line under it.
Common to both plates: Numerals shifted upward.

- Numerals shifted upward. Dot high over the fourth tower. Chip on the inner edge of the oval at 11:15. **For some printings, the top of the Š connected to the white frame line over it.**

- Numerals shifted upward. Rays to the upper right of the fourth tower. Dot high over the corner of the roof. White line runs through the upper part of VENSKÁ and the tenth spiral.

Common to both plates: Zero extended on the lower right.

- Zero extended on the lower right. The middle of the left wavy line touches the inner frame. Rays on the left side of the first tower. Dot high over the corner of the roof.

- Zero extended on the lower right. Bevel on the upper frame from over the seventh spiral to the right corner. Two dotes, one over the other, under the arch below the ŠT. **For some printings, white bump on the white frame line above the seventh leaf.**
Stamp 29

Common to both plates: Gap in the oval at 1:30.

- Gap in the oval at 1:30. White bump on the white frame line between the fourth and fifth spirals. Chip in the right frame above the lower corner.

- Gap in the oval at 1:30. Dot, sometimes touching, the right side of the spire on the fifth tower. More dots to the upper right of the fifth tower.

Stamp 30

Common to both plates: Oval thins at 5:30.

- Oval thins at 5:30. The middle of the left wavy line touches the inner frame line. Mark to the lower left of the sixth tower. For some printings, white smear on the P.

- Oval thins at 5:30. Chip in the upper frame near the right corner. A white line connects the right leg of the A in TA to the white frame line below. Dot to the lower left of the third tower. White bump on the middle right side of the right branch.
KNIHTISK

Stamp 31

Common to both plates: Longer left serif on the numeral 1.

- Longer left serif on the numeral 1. Dots over and between the first and second towers. Two dots, one over the other, between the Š and the roof.
- Longer left serif on the numeral 1. Dot to the lower left of the third tower and to the upper right there is usually a dotty mark. Rays to the upper right of the fourth tower.

Stamp 32

Common to both plates: Rays to the left of the first tower.

- Rays to the left of the first tower. Dot in the upper margin over the fourth spiral. Dot to the lower left of the third tower. Dot high over the area between the corner of the roof and the fifth tower.
- Rays to the left of the first tower. Rays to the upper right of the fourth tower and at the intersection of the right branch and the arch. The base of the numeral 1 is curved.
KNIHTISK

Stamp 33

- Rays under the sixth and seventh leaves. Notch in the right frame opposite the ninth spiral. Bevel on the bottom of the zero. Oval thins at 5:00 and 6:30.

- Dot high over the corner of the roof. Mark to the upper left of the fifth tower. HA in MUCHA beveled to the right.

Stamp 34

Common to both plates: Oval thins at 6:45.

- Oval thins at 6:45. Upper left corner points to the left. To the upper right of the third tower is a group of three to four dots. Dot between the bottoms of the fifth and sixth towers. Zero flat at 5:30.

- Oval thins at 6:45. Gap in the arch under the fourth leaf. Chip in the right frame by the lower corner.
Common to both plates: Base of the numeral 1 slants to the right. Oval thins from 5:00-6:45.

- Base of the numeral 1 slants to the right. Oval thins from 5:00-6:45. Rays over the fourth tower. Dot high above the corner of the roof. Rays over the fifth tower.

- Base of the numeral 1 slants to the right. Oval thins from 5:00-6:45. Rays over the fifth tower and between the fifth and sixth tower.

Common to both plates: Oval thins between 5:00-6:00.

- Oval thins between 5:00-6:00. Colored gap in the white frame under the fourth spiral. For some printings, chip from the zero at 7:30.

- Oval thins between 5:00-6:00. Dot over the left turret of the third tower. Large and small dot close together over the fifth tower. Dot to the lower left of the fifth tower and two dots level with it. White spot in the tenth spiral. The base of the numeral 1 is curved.
Common to both plates: Very short left serif on the numeral 1.

- Very short left serif on the numeral 1. Short ray at the intersection of the right branch and the arch. **For some printings, dot to the left of the left turret on the third tower.**

- Very short left serif on the numeral 1. Rays over the fifth tower. Spot in the upper part of the center of the O in KO. Spot behind the bottom of the left dove’s tail.

Common to both plates: Very short left serif on the numeral 1.

- Very short left serif on the numeral 1. Rays to the upper right of the fourth tower and over the fifth tower. **For some printings, dot opposite the upper left corner.**

- Very short left serif on the numeral 1. Rays to the upper right of the fourth tower.
Stamp 39

- White splotch under the S in SLO. Bumps on the oval from 10:45-11:00. Short left leg on the M in MUCHA.

- Rays to the upper right of the fourth tower. Dot between the bottoms of the fifth and sixth towers. **For some printings, gap in the oval at 10:00.**

Stamp 40

Common to both plates: White spot in the seventh spiral. Two colored bumps on the right frame opposite the seventh spiral. Oval thins at 6:30.

- White spot in the seventh spiral. Two colored bumps on the right frame opposite the seventh spiral. Oval thins at 6:30. Three or four ascending dots to the upper right of the third tower. Short left leg on the M in MUCHA.

- White spot in the seventh spiral. Two colored bumps on the right frame opposite the seventh spiral. Oval thins at 6:30. Rays over the fifth tower. Notch in the base of the left branch. **For some printings, Long white smear on and over the O in KO.**
Common to both plates: Oval thins from 5:00-6:00.

- Oval thins from 5:00-6:00. Dot over and between the dots over the first and second towers. Dot to the lower left of the third tower. Rays to the upper right of the fourth tower.

- Oval thins from 5:00-6:00. Ray to the upper right of the fourth tower and over the fifth tower. Dot over the left turret of the third tower. The dots in a triangular shape between the bottoms of the fifth and sixth towers. Right side of the zero beveled.

Common to both plates: Dot to the left of the left turret on the third tower.

- Dot to the left of the left turret on the third tower. Dot in the margin near the middle of the left frame. Dot to the lower left of the third tower. Rays to the upper right of the fourth tower. Notch in the right frame opposite the fourth hacek.

- Dot to the left of the left turret on the third tower. Dot over the upper left corner. Chip in the upper frame over the O. White bump on the right side of the lower loop of the Š.
Common to both plates: Chip in the right frame opposite the third triangle.

- Chip in the right frame opposite the third hacek. Seventh spiral connected to the white frame line on its right. Rays to the upper right of the fourth and fifth towers.

- Chip in the right frame opposite the third hacek. Rays to the upper right of the fourth tower. Dot over the corner of the roof.

Stamp 44

- Dot to the left of the left turret on the third tower. Dot to the lower left of the third tower. Rays to the upper right of the fourth tower. Chip in the right frame between the ninth and tenth spirals.

- Rays to the upper right of the fourth tower and the upper left of the fifth tower. For some printings, Dot to the left of the left turret on the third tower.
Stamp 45

Common to both plates: Bump on the inner edge of the oval at 11:30. Bevel on the upper right side of the zero.

- Bump on the inner edge of the oval at 11:30. Bevel on the upper right side of the zero. Dot, with another dot or mark to the left of it, over the left turret of the third tower. Rays to the upper right of the fourth tower. Right frame thins opposite the tenth spiral.

- Bump on the inner edge of the oval at 11:30. Bevel on the upper right side of the zero. Dot, with another two dots or line, over the left turret of the third tower. Rays to the upper right of the fourth tower.

Stamp 46

Common to both plates: Base of the numeral 1 slanted to the left.

- Base of the numeral 1 slanted to the left. Dot in the upper part of the P’s loop. Dot to the lower left of the third tower. Rays to the upper right of the fourth tower. Bevel on the top right side of the zero. Right frame thins toward the lower corner.

- Base of the numeral 1 slanted to the left. Rays to the upper right of the fourth tower. Group of marks between the fifth and sixth tower. For some printings, Dot under the right leg of the H in MUCHA.
Dot to the upper left of the third tower. Rays to the upper right of the fourth tower.

Rays to the upper right of the fourth tower. Tip of the spire on the fifth tower bent to the right. Dot between the bottoms of the fifth and sixth towers.

Common to both plates: Bump on the right frame opposite the seventh spiral. Base of the numeral 1 slopes to the left.

Bump on the right frame opposite the seventh spiral. Base of the numeral 1 slopes to the left. Ray to the upper right of the fourth and fifth towers. **For some printings, white smear under the VE.**

Bump on the right frame opposite the seventh spiral. Base of the numeral 1 slopes to the left. Rays to the upper right of the fourth tower. Two dots, one over the other, to the left of the ray under the T. **For some printings, pointed lower left corner.**
Stamp 49

- Gap in the left frame opposite the first triangle. Rays to the upper left of the fourth tower. Dot high above the corner of the roof.

- Rays to the upper right of the fourth tower and between the fifth and sixth towers. White bump on the white frame line behind the left dove. For some printings, dot in the bottom of the O in PO.

Stamp 50

Common to both plates: Short left serif on the numeral 1.

- Short left serif on the numeral 1. Rays to the upper right of the fourth tower. Dot to the middle right of the fifth tower. Right frame thickens for the middle of the seventh spiral to under the eight spiral.

- Short left serif on the numeral 1. Right frame thins opposite the third triangle. Dot over the left turret of the third tower. Rays to the upper right of the fourth tower. Three dots between the bottoms of the fifth and sixth towers. For some printings, white bump on the right leg of the V.